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Abstract: 
Urban living being is a majora risk factor for psychosis. and Cconsidering worldwide increasing 
rates of urbanization, new approaches are needed to enhance patients’ wellbeing in cities. 
Indeed, recent data suggest that once psychosis has emerged, patients struggle to adapt to urban 
milieu and that they lose access to city centers, which contributes to isolation and reduced social 
contacts.  While it is acknowledged that there are promising initiatives to improve mental health 
in cities, concrete therapeutic strategies to help patients with psychosis to better handle urban 
stress are lacking. We believe that we should no longer wait to develop and test new therapeutic 
approaches. We focus on intervention strategies at the urban planning level and on possible 
novel therapeutic strategies at the individual level. We propose the umbrella term ‘urban 
remediation’ as a set of therapeutic tools to help patients recover and reconnect with the city.  
 
Keywords: urbanicity, city, stress, treatment, cognitive maps 
 
  
1) INTRODUCTION: 
Converging evidence suggest that both the natural and the built environment have an impact on 
the health of urban residents[1]. One of the most intriguing observations in this domain is the 
dose-effect relationship between the number of years lived in an urban environment during 
childhood and the level of risk to develop psychosis later in life[2, 3], which points towards a 
causal relationship rather than just a mere association[4].  
 
While in many ways, cities are desirable because of their intense atmosphere and the resources 
they offer, they also confront urban dwellers with a hectic pace, high human density, noise, fear 
of crime and an often confusing built environment [5, 6], which will impact on their wellbeing. 
The specific components of this ‘urban stress’ that are involved in increasing the risk for 
psychosis are not yet identified[7, 8], but several factors have been proposed to explain this city-
psychosis nexus, which can be classified into ‘physical urban’ and ‘social urban factors’[9]. 
‘Physical urban factors’ include urban design, pollution or lack of green spaces, while ‘social 
urban factors’ include cannabis exposure, migration, neighborhood deprivation and social 
capital, ethnic density and social defeat [8, 9], all these factors acting and interacting at different 
scales and points in time[8, 10]. To better understand the mechanisms at stake, we have 
proposed elsewhere that a change in perspective is needed, moving to a first person perspective 
and to an in situ experience-based approach[11].  
 
However, while the quest for the identification of risk factors for psychiatric disorders has 
understandably led researchers to focus on the mechanisms underlying this potential causal 
link, various elements suggest that other aspects of the interaction between the urban 
environment and psychiatric patients are highly relevant topics for research as well. Among 
these, data showing that once psychosis has emerged, patients struggle to adapt to urban milieu, 
stay away from it or need to develop various strategies to adapt to it[11–15], suggest that city 
avoidance in early psychosis patients and ways to overcome it might be an important domain to 
explore as well.  
 
Awareness regarding the issue of the increasing rate of urbanization and its impact on mental 
health is however growing[16]. Some promising initiatives around the world,  (such as the 
interdisciplinary forum on neuro-urbanism in Berlina [17] , the Centre for Urban Design and 

                                                        
a https://www.alfred-herrhausen-gesellschaft.de/en/neuro-urbanism.htm. 
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Mental Health (UD/MH)b in Washington DC, The Urban Brain Lab at King’s College Londonc or 

Thrive NYC in New-York cityd), have started to address this issue. While they may contribute to 
improve mental health in cities, concrete and specific therapeutic strategies aimed at helping 
patients with psychosis to better handle urban stress in the city are nevertheless lacking. 
 
Even if there is no consensus yet on the definition of urban stress, we will argue in this paper 
that we now have sufficient evidence to justify the development and the evaluation of new 
therapeutic approaches to help psychosis patients cope better with the urban environment. In 
order to do so, we will first review how patients with psychosis may experience stress in the 
urban environment. On the basis of these elements, we will secondly describe a set of possible 
strategies that may be grouped under the umbrella term of ‘urban remediation’, and which could 
be proposed, either to patients at risk of psychosis, or to those recovering from a first psychotic 
episode. 
 
 
 
2) PATHWAYS LEADING TO URBAN STRESS 
Drawing on studies dealing with service users’ experience of the city,[18–20] we define this 
experience as consisting of persons’ relations to three phenomena: the built environment, social 
interactions occurring within this environment and the complex aspects of mobility of the 
subject within this environment (figure 1.a). Here we propose that ‘alterations’ in anyone of 
these domains as well as interactions between them may also play a role in eliciting ‘urban 
stress’ figure 1.b (which could potentially contribute to emergence of psychosis in vulnerable 
subjects although compelling evidence for this model is still lacking). We also hypothesize that 
psychosis has an impact on the experience of the urban and that it contributes to increasing the 
level of stress perceived when exposed to the city environment (figure 1.bc), which as a 
consequence leads to a restriction of mobility and hence reduces access to the social and cultural 
enrichment that can be found there.   
Indeed, the development of first episode of psychosis will influence and interact with urban 
practices. For example, in first episode psychosis, higher levels of reality distortion (including 
hallucinations) and depressive symptoms are associated with increased population density [21]. 
Going into a busy street can trigger paranoia which may be at least partially mediated by 
increases in anxiety, depression, negative beliefs about others[13]; compatible with the view 
that social defeat may be one mechanism of urban stress[13]. While in first episode psychosis 
positive symptoms may limit urban practices[13], it is apparently the negative symptom 
dimension that predicts limitations in ‘physical’ mobility in chronic schizophrenia[22]. It should 
however be mentioned that some patients may actually enjoy being in a crowded city where 
anonymity [11] reduces the risk of complex encounters with known others and may create a 
sense of belonging without having to actually engage into social interactions.  
 
To better grasp the experience of either stress or respite in the city after a first episode of 
psychosis, we conducted an interdisciplinary study using mixed methods such as video-recorded 
go-alongs, video-recorded film elicitations and semi-structured interviews, as well as a focus 
group with case managers taking care of early psychosis patients in a specialized program[11, 
14] . In this frame, we gathered detailed information from patients regarding places where they 
suffer stress and tension and other places where in contrary they feel secure and experience 
relief. This work allowed the identification of three types of patients according to their pattern of 
use of the city:  first, those who use the city frequently without experiencing any problems; 
second, those who use it at certain hours of the day only (avoiding busy times); and third, those 

                                                        
b https://www.urbandesignmentalhealth.com/journal.html. 
c https://urbanbrainlab.com/ 
d https://thrivenyc.cityofnewyork.us/ 
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who generally avoid using the city altogether. In addition, four main sources of stress where 
identified: first, demographic density; second, sensory overload mainly related to excess of noise 
and physical contact; third, impossibility to avoid social interaction and fourth, hindrance to 
mobility (i.e. not being able to keep the pace, no escape options)[11]. Importantly, most 
participants preferred the countryside over urban areas and used psychological or social tactics 
to better face stress they experienced in the city[14]. Taken together, these elements point out to 
the importance of the interaction between mobility, social interactions and the built 
environment (figure 1b) in generating stress in psychotic patients.  
 
In order to study the generalizability of these findings, we developed a questionnaire that we 
proposed to 117 early psychosis patients and 220 medical students[15].  
Among various domains, the questionnaire explored frequency of city attendance as well as 
urban elements that are generating stress, ranging from nature of the built environment to 
social interactions and sensory stimulations. It also compared the situation before and after the 
first psychotic outbreak. Analysis of the results revealed three main findings. First, the 
development of psychosis seems to influence city perception and leads to an increase of city 
avoidance. Second, patients’ tendency to avoid city center correlates with both problematic 
social interactions and stimuli perceived as unpleasant. Third, patients and controls are similar 
regarding the stimuli characterized as unpleasant, but the impact of such perceptions on city 
avoidance seems much more intense in patients. In sum, these findings suggest that the onset of 
psychosis hinders patients in their capacity to experience the urban environment in a positive 
way, and they support the idea that these elements should be a focus of intervention.  
 

----------------------------- 
Figure 1 (see page 15) 

------------------------------ 
 
 
3) EVIDENCE SUGGESTING THAT ‘URBAN PSYCHOSIS’ MAY BE TREATABLE 
Population attributable risk for the development of schizophrenia ascribed to residence in an 
urban environment during childhood is substantial, reaching approximately 30%[23]. Although 
we would need a better understanding of the mechanisms in order to prevent an increased 
prevalence of psychosis in cities, there are indications that, within a concept where 
schizophrenia is a multifactorial disorder, it is possible to modify the part of the risk attributable 
to urban living. For instance, moving during childhood from a high to a low demographic density 
area decreases the risk for schizophrenia[4], suggesting indirectly that some kind of 
interventions may be possible to mitigate the impact  of the urban milieu. Further, Wimberley et 
al. found that higher demographic density was associated with lower rates of treatment 
resistant schizophrenia[24], which suggests that ‘urban psychosis’ may be a form of psychosis 
which is more responsive to treatment[24] and consequently more sensitive to intervention. 
Taken together, these findings suggest as well that interventions on the urban milieu may have 
an impact, even after psychosis onset. In other words, if there is evidence that urban living may 
contribute to the emergence and the onset of psychosis, we hypothesize that interventions at the 
level of the urban milieu might also have a positive impact on the recovery process. We propose 
to refer to these interventions, ranging from adaptation of urban planning to therapeutic 
interventions at the individual and clinical level, under the umbrella term of ‘urban remediation’ 
 
 
 
4) THE ROLE OF URBAN POLICIES, PLANNING AND DESIGN IN URBAN REMEDIATION  
Urban policies and urban planning have been recognized for decades as an important means to 
act on health conditions[25]. The WHO launched its Healthy cities network 30 years ago. 
As reviewed recently by Okkels, there are however no consensus guidelines regarding mental 
health[16]. Most approaches are limited to the design of asylums and community care 
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facilities[26, 27].  But there is scarce consideration of the necessity to conceive therapeutic 
strategies at the urban scale as a whole, in an age where deinstitutionalized mental healthcare 
and global shift to community treatment makes it even more necessary[28]. At the urban scale, 
these strategies cover at least three areas: urban design, urban planning and housing policies. 
Urban design focuses on the material form of cities. There is still little evidence to identify what 
material forms could have a positive influence on mental health even though some authors 
argue that variegated, legible and stimulating urban forms are constitutive of a health promoting 
urban design[29]. There is more evidence in support of planning options:  as reviewed by Okkels 
et al., such options should include ‘active spaces, pro-social spaces, safe spaces, and green 
spaces’[16]. 
 
There is of course a long tradition in psychiatry suggesting that the countryside has therapeutic 
effects.[30] Recently, studies have more systematically investigated the role of urban green 
spaces, which seem to be associated with greater positive affect[31, 32], reduced heat related 
morbidity and mortality[32] and reduced noise levels[32]. Further, the restorative properties of 
those spaces on attention[33, 34] may be particularly relevant in the context of patients with 
psychosis who exhibit attentional deficits. The benefits of access to green spaces for children is 
also well recognised[35]. Greenness within surrounding schools is associated with better 
cognitive development in schoolchildren[36]. Moreover, moving to greener urban spaces is 
associated with improved mental health[37]. Greening interventions of run-down and vacant 
lands may increase perception of safety and actual physical safety[38]. In a study from the same 
data set, greening intervention of vacant lots improved mental health in terms of self-reported 
depression and worthlessness[39]. 
A nationwide Danish study explored the potential impact of green spaces on schizophrenia risk. 
Engeman et al.[40], demonstrated a dose-effect association between the amount of green spaces 
during childhood and later risk of developing schizophrenia. Green spaces might conversely be a 
risk-reducing environment factor through mechanisms that still need to be elucidated, ranging 
from stress mitigation, pollution reduction or modulation of the immune system[40].  
Beyond green spaces, more studies are needed to develop urban planning guidelines regarding 
inclusive public spaces, appropriate locations for care facilities and housing for persons living 
with a diagnosis of psychosis. The experience gathered by cities across the world recently 

involved in the community grounded Thrive approach will be important in this respecte. 
Housing policy is the third important element. Many people with severe mental illness are either 
homeless or face great difficulties to gain access to appropriate housing. Originating in the US in 
the late 1980s and since then spreading across the world, the ‘Housing First’ model proposes to 
address this problem in priority, even before dealing with mental health problems[41]. A study 
on five Canadian cities shows that this approach leads to more stable housing condition, better 
community integration and higher quality of life for homeless people with severe mental 
illness[42]. Most patients also prefer independent living[43]. In a recent study, we found that 
home in its different forms (patient’s own apartment, a temporary therapeutic housing, parents’ 
apartment) was the primary place associated with an atmosphere of comfort[14]. This finding 
underlines the importance to facilitating patients’ access to housing and to the possibility of 
creating a sense of home.  
 
5) URBAN REMEDIATION AT THE INDIVIDUAL LEVEL 
If urban policies are central to urban remediation, we consider that their combination with 
interventions at the individual level is required. In the following section, we suggest to assess 
urban practices, before planning an intervention. We then propose three directions for the 
development of such individual interventions. First, we discuss strategies that should allow a 
reduction of urban stress and a better use of the resources of the city. Second, we explore 

                                                        
e See for instance Thrive London: https://www.thriveldn.co.uk/ or Thrive New York: 
https://thrivenyc.cityofnewyork.us/.    

https://www.thriveldn.co.uk/
https://thrivenyc.cityofnewyork.us/
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strategies geared to a better handling of stress. Finally, we discuss interventions that may have 
an impact at the level of anhedonia and patient’s level of motivation.    
 
Assessing urban practices  
Before implementing an urban remediation, it is essential to gather sufficient information to 
appreciate the urban practices at the individual level and determine whether going into the city 
is problematic or not. The purpose of assessing urban practices is to understand why there may 
be avoidance of the city at this point in time (Table 1). Here again, the built environment, forms 
of mobility and social interactions are key elements to be assessed. Go-alongs may be a useful 
tool to evaluate the interaction of early psychosis patients with the urban environment[11] and 
identify domains of intervention. Cognitive maps, which are subjective mental representations 
of an (urban) environment[44, 45], are forged through the personal and affective experiences in 
specific places in the city[46, 47] and are composed of the key places that count for the patients 
in their urban environment, because of positive or negative qualities they attribute to them. 
Although needing much more work, such cognitive maps, may offer an interesting point of entry 
for further assessing urban practices and working towards the restoration of more satisfying 
urban practices.  
 
 

Table 1. Assessing urban practices  

A. General 
How long have you been living in this city? 
How well do you know the city? 
Has your relationship with the city changed after your illness 

B. Avoidance of the city? 

How many times a week do you go to the city centre? 
At what time of the day? Where do you go? 
Are there things that make you feel uneasy inWhat stresses you the most when going 
to the city ? (explore  
in terms of crowding, noise, social interactions) 

C. Built 
environment/housing 

What are the places you like or dislike or avoid? Why?  
Where do you live in the city? 
Do you feel at home in this place? 

Avoidance of the city? 

How many times a week do you go into the city 
At what time of the day? Where do you go? 
What stresses you the most when going to the city  (explore  
in terms of crowding, noise, social interactions) 

D. Mobility 
How do you go move around in the cityinto the city? 
HaveDid you moved houses a lot? 

E. Social interaction 
Do you avoid places to avoid encounters with known others? 
Do you avoid places because of traumatic/stressful experiences? 

  (EExplore in terms of social defeat, paranoia, social anxiety) 

 
Table 1. This semi-structured interview is meant to guide the evaluation of urban practices and 
personalize the intervention. Section (A) evaluates whether the patient has grown up in the city. 
Section (B) helps to assess if the patient actually tends to avoid the city and if an intervention of 
urban remediation is necessary. When assessing avoidance of places, it is important to take into 
account the patient’s personal experience of places in the city including positive and negative 
ones. Section (C), (D) and (E) evaluates the experience of the city in terms of built environment, 
mobility and social interactions. Compare with figure 1. 
 
Reducing the experience of stress in the city  
 
a) Adapted housing and creating a sense of home. One of the basic needs of an individual is a 

secure, restorative and personal living space especially in an urban environment where 
privacy is difficult to achieve. Creating a sense of home may be a critical step before being 
able to further explore the city and develop a safe interaction with the city (figure 1. b) and 
this may prove quite challenging for psychosis patients. When patients have lost their home, 
working with them at finding a place to live should be done with caution, taking into account 
the specific nature of their personal trajectory. As previously mentioned, ‘Housing First’ 
programs may contribute to achieving this goal[14]. Our own clinical experience indicates 
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that patients who suffer from paranoia or anxiety in crowded places will usually not feel at 
ease in therapeutic community housing. In addition, patients who have experienced 
increased residential mobility during childhood and adolescence, an established risk factor 
for schizophrenia46, may have even greater difficulties to establish stable and secure 
relationships with peers as well as stable place attachment with their living environment.  
 

b) Increasing contact with restorative places. Psychological restoration is the recovery from 
attention fatigue and stress; it is particularly important in a crowded, noisy urban 
environment[48]. It has been suggested that restorative properties of a natural environment 
are related to the type of cognitive engagement or so-called fascination[49]. ‘Soft fascination’ 
is a pleasing level of stimulation, which does not involve any cognitive effort but still keeps 
the mind captivated[34, 49]. However, restorative qualities are not unique to natural 
settings. While busy streets often lack restorative properties, urban places like museums, 
places of worship, places with rich historic fascination[50] and importantly homes [48, 51] 
and sport facilities [52] tend to have such properties[48, 51]. Interestingly, restorative 
experience also depends on perceived level of danger[48, 53]. Preferences for the type of 
restorative place further depends on the presence of attentional fatigue, presence of 
company and engagement in activity[48]. Increasing geographical knowledge and 
attendance of such places (green places, pleasant places with potential positive social 
interactions, public places with art[54, 55]) and engaging in activities occurring away from 
overcrowded and noisy places can therefore have therapeutic qualities.  
 

c) Planning and regulating trajectories in the city.  Although mobility is an important aspect 
of urban planning, it is under-researched with respect to psychosis and the urban 
environment. In video-elicitations of urban walk of patients who experienced a first episode 
of psychosis, programming mobility (i.e. planning the route to take) came up as a key tactic 
for patients to manage stress in the city[14]. The aim of this tactic is for example to avoid 
noisy or crowded streets or to decrease the risk to meet known people, in order to render 
the urban environment more predictable. In this regard, it is worth mentioning initiatives 
that develop mobile phone applications designed to help define a path within the city, on the 
basis of various criteria, allowing to compute for instance the most pleasant[56] or the 
safest[57] path rather than the shortest one.  Such apps could become useful tools for 
assisting patients to find the most adapted way for their walks through the city. 
 

 
Better handling urban stress. 
 
a) Reinforcing or adapting psychological and social tactics. In a previous study, EP patients 

mentioned various tactics in order to face stress while immersed in the city[14]. The most 
commonly mentioned were creating sensory bubbles of isolation and creating atmosphere of 
comfort. Patients create sensory bubbles of isolation through the use of headphones to 
decrease exposure to noise, avoidance of gazes, immersion in a conversation with a friend, 
recollection of fond memories in order to disconnect from the external world and find 
oneself in a ‘thought bubble’. Creating an atmosphere of comfort means for example 
choosing places where escape is possible, places where landscape is visible, places where 
withdrawal is possible. These tactics seem to help regulating interactions with the urban 
milieu be it physical or social[14]. A word of caution may be warranted as it may be argued 
that these tactics are similar to safety-seeking behaviors[58], which may promote some form 
of ‘retreat’ and increase distress down the line. We believe however that these tactics are 
different from safety-seeking behaviors because they were identified in patients who 
actually go in to the city and theses tactics thus seem to help patient’s mobility. In sum, these 
urban tactics should be assessed in patients, however, much more work is needed to 
evaluate how efficient existing psychological and social tactics could be integrated into an 
urban therapy.  
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b) Treatment of paranoid ideation. Going outside of home into busy streets may trigger 

paranoid thoughts[12, 13]. Data from Freeman et al. suggest this is linked mainly to 
increased exposure to social defeat [13], and that it is amenable to treatment, a short CBT 
intervention  inducing a significant decrease in the level of distress [59]. Further research is 
needed to test whether longer intervention may prove more efficient and if they may 
additionally have an impact on delusional conviction. In the same line of thoughts, another 
research team developed a smartphone application (SlowMo) targeting paranoid thoughts 
and assisting patients in situ to help them find alternative explanations to reasoning in 
paranoia[60]. 
 

c) Go-along therapy (or ‘walk and talk therapy’). In our recent go-along study aimed to 
explore how persons with psychosis handle stress in the city, patients were accompanied by 
a person of their choice (e.g. friend or family member)[14]. For some participants, the 
presence of chosen walking partners was a useful resource to facilitate either the creation of 
such a bubble as mentioned above through conversation while walking, or the organization 
of a safe trajectory in the city. During the study, it became clear that go-along per se could 
also be a useful therapeutic strategy. As discussed previously, some early psychosis patients 
cannot leave home or engage in regular treatment because of stigma, paranoia or negative 
symptoms and therefore require the intervention of mobile teams that can make home visits 
or accompany them to places they would fear going alone. In some way, mobile team case-
managers already apply some form of go-along therapy; such a strategy could however gain 
increased efficiency in a clearer conceptual framework, indicated by defined criteria and 
structured along progressive stages.  One could imagine a progressive strategy, starting by 
go-along with a therapist in order to develop coping strategies in the frame of an immersion 
in urban stress. In a second stage, the patient could be accompanied by a friend or relative 
which would allow to practice coping mechanisms with support. 
 

d) Strengthening cognitive resources. Various elements from the literature suggest that 
cognitive deficits may render the individual more vulnerable to urban stress. First, 
adolescents with poor social and cognitive functioning are at increased risk of 
hospitalization for schizophrenia later in life when exposed to high population density[61]. 
The effect of urban birth on schizophrenia risk is however not explained by IQ level[62].  
Second, verbal and working memory can be disrupted by noise. This is the case both in 
healthy controls and in patients with schizophrenia, but the impact of noise is greater in 
patients given pre-existing cognitive deficits[63]. Third, deficits in spatial navigation are 
present in patients with schizophrenia with typically difficulties in way finding[64] which 
may further hamper the possibilities for patients with schizophrenia to navigate through the 
urban environment. Fourth, in older adults with schizophrenia, high levels of negative 
symptoms and lower processing speed had a negative impact on functional mobility [65]. 
Finally, deficits in selective attention may result in failure to suppress attention to irrelevant 
stimuli particularly significant in a noisy urban environment[66] where many aspects of the 
city are designed to convey meaning[67] (architecture, advertisement, traffic signaling, 
ambulance siren etc.). It is likely that these elements play as well a role in first episode 
psychosis given that cognitive deficits appear early in the course of the disease. Taken 
together, these findings suggest that, cognitive remediation aiming at specific deficits like 
route planning (executive functioning), spatial navigation, selective attention and speed of 
processing may be useful for better handling and adapting to a stressful urban environment. 

 
Reducing anhedonia and improving motivation in the city.  
Through a recent survey among early psychosis patients and controls, we found that while both 
groups prefer parks and open spaces to crowded places, the former do so to at a lesser degree 
than the latter[15]. In other words, patients seem to have less capacity to draw pleasure from 
exposure to commonly considered ‘enjoyable places’ than controls, suggesting they may in turn 
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have less capacity to derive respite from them. Deficits in hedonic capacity or reward processing 
may be responsible for this observation[68]. Both anhedonia and more globally negative 
symptoms could explain this observation. Although the link between urban milieu and negative 
symptoms is not clear (some data suggesting that living in an urban environment increases the 
risk to develop negative symptoms independently of a formal psychiatric diagnosis[69], while 
other suggest that level of such symptoms does not correlate with the density of the urban 
environment in first episode psychosis[70]), work on negative symptoms may be beneficial to 
decrease city avoidance. Considering drug-based treatments are insufficient to treat negative 
symptoms in schizophrenia, group-based treatment such as the ‘positive emotions program for 
schizophrenia’ (PEPS)[71], aimed at improving pleasure and motivation in schizophrenia, may 
prove beneficial in this regard. Tailoring such approaches to specific aspects of city avoidance 
and combining them with the organization of pleasurable group activities in the urban milieu 
may be beneficial. 
 
 
6 FROM URBAN ALIENATION TO URBAN REMEDIATION: PROMOTING RECOVERY IN THE CITY 
The current review along with our own results, where city avoidance correlates with experience 
of stressful situations in the city[15], lead us to hypothesize a mediating role of the urban 
environment in a downward spiral of isolation and psychological distress (figure 2). 
Persons with early psychosis may have more difficulties to adjust their interaction with the city 
environment, which may lead to a self-perpetuating cycle of increasing interactions with the 
negative features of the urban milieu. While interventions aimed to develop an urban planning 
that is more favorable for mental health are necessary, they take time and are not sufficient to 
address all of the elements that lead patients to avoid city centers.  

 
 
Figure 2. Vicious and virtuous cycles in the city psychosis relation. Positive symptoms, such as 
paranoia[59] which may induce active social withdrawal, or negative symptoms such as 
anhedonia, may be a point of entry into the vicious cycle (in blue). The virtuous cycle (in green) 
evolves along two axis, treatment/environmental enrichment and recovery process [72, 73]. Note 
that the schematic representation of a spiral may give the impression of a deterministic course 
when in fact these are non-linear processes.  
 
We believe that ‘urban remediation’, which can be considered as a form of ‘environmental 
enrichment’[74] aiming at ‘reprogramming’ cognitive maps, may contribute to reverse the 
process of a downward spiral  and help patients to engage into a virtuous cycle promoting 
recovery after a first episode of psychosis and avoiding progression to the next stage. We may 
also hypothesize that such interventions could be beneficial for At Risk Mental State (ARMS) 
subjects or in familial High-Risk children and their parents where similar vicious cycles may be 
expected.  
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Concretely, we propose urban remediation in the form of a set of interventions aimed at 
facilitating the interaction between patients and the city they live in (table 2). 
 
 
 
 

Table 2. Proposed key elements of urban remediation 
• Assessment: (1) Does the patient avoid the city  (see table 1) ? (2) What are the urban practices in terms of built 

environment, social interactions, mobility, (3) Evaluate level of psychosis (negative and positive symptoms) and (3) Assess 
personal history (including trauma). 

• Intervention: 
• Psychoeducation regarding urban psychosis, potential stress factors, resources and restorative places in the city  
• Reducing the experience of stress 

• Adapted housing and creating a sense of home (B) 
• Increase contact with restorative places (M, B) 
• Planning and regulating trajectories in the city (M) 

• Better handling urban stress 
• Reinforcing or adapting psychological and social tactics (S, SI) 
• Treatment of paranoid ideation (P, SI) 
• Go-along therapy (M, B, S) 
• Strengthening cognitive resources (S) 

• Reducing anhedonia and improving motivation in the city (P) 
• Other: 

• Stress management techniques (e.g. relaxation, meditation, sport activities) (S) 
• Trauma focused therapy (S) 
• Promoting urban group walking (M, B, SI). 
• Use of new technologies (ecological momentary interventions, virtual reality) (B, M, SI). 

  
Intervention is tailored according to the findings in the assessment. Assessing psychopathology is important, as the treatment will 
be different depending on negative vs positive symptoms. In the table, interventions were tagged with the domain they are 
concerned with, mobility (M), built environment (B), social interactions (SI), stress management (S) and psychosis (P). Note that 
group walking is tapping into three domains (B, SI, M). Treatment is also personalized according to the personal history (e.g. 
taking into account trauma). The objective of urban remediation is to help patients reconnect with the city and meaningful 
activities (e.g. work, cultural activities, sports, volunteering etc.) and social interactions. Compare with figure 1. 

 
 
In such a framework, psychological and social support for psychosis would be revisited and 
could be tailored to the specific patients’ needs, taking into account specificities of the urban 
context and early psychosis patient’s difficulties to face it. While assessing urban practices (table 
1) and defining the specific interventions, four aspects are of importance: nature of the built 
environment, type of social interactions, degree of mobility and level of psychological distress 
(figure 1). Indeed, these elements are in full interaction and imbalance in any one of them will 
influence the others and may eventually interfere with patient’s well-being and stability. 
 
One strategy that deserves further comment is urban walking which may become a key 
intervention of ‘urban remediation’. Some patients prefer to avoid the outpatient clinic and find 
outdoor spaces to be a more open therapeutic setting[75–77]. Walking is an important mode of 
mobility in persons with schizophrenia and seems to be associated with the aesthetics of the 
urban environment and population density[78]. In particular, walk and talk groups may create 
synergies of impact, between walking (mobility and exercise), proximity with restorative places 
(nature or other ‘safe havens’ in the city; see[76] for urban walking) and immersion within a 
group (social interaction) [75]. In addition, interactions with peers would allow exchange about 
the strategies they developed in order to reconquer the city after a first episode of psychosis.  
 
New technologies such as handheld and wearable devices offer new resources to assess the link 
between subjective experiences and the environment (experience sampling methods). This may 
open on a whole new world of opportunities for designing new interventions (i.e. ecological 
momentary interventions) [79] aiming at reducing city avoidance. Domains like spatial 
navigation, optimal route finding, coping with paranoid ideations, creating social contacts as 
well as monitoring the effect of the intervention through sensors could be integrated. Virtual 
reality[80] is another rapid growing field which may offer exciting possibilities for designing 
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virtual city environments to disentangle components of stress and design interventions to help 
patients to learn new skills and tactics. Further, For example, using virtual reality could help 
patients to better deal face with problematic social encoutersencounters [81]. 
 
Finally, it is interesting to note, that the relationship between urban living and psychosis is not 
uniform around the world and recent studies have not found an association in middle and low-
income countries[82][83]. We believe that these studies reinforce the point of view that ‘the 
urban environment’ is not a homogenous entity[11] and problematic and/or protective 
situations may vary in proportion in cities around the world. A better understanding of these 
factors, which can vary with geography, may of course further inform urban remediation. 
 
Urban remediation and the concepts developed above are evidently highly speculative and a lot 
of work remains to be done before it can be usefully proposed to patients. However, considering 
the number of patients living in cities, the high prevalence of social withdrawal and its 
detrimental impact on the recovery process, we strongly believe that researchers should invest 
this new domain in order to help patients regain access to the community they live in.  
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